According to Order of the Police Chief Commander of 27 May 2010 on the regulations of the General Headquarter of Police, Internal Affairs Bureau tasks shall be detection and prosecution of the crimes committed by the Police officers and employees of the Police, including:

- undertaking operational intelligence activities and criminal investigation activities;
- coordination of the operational activities carried out in cases of the Police officers and Police employees;
- collection, processing and analyzing the information on crime in the environment of the Police officers and Police employees;
- and also coordinate of undertaking preventive actions in the Police.

Internal Affairs Bureau of National Police HQ systematically increases involving in preventive actions of criminality inside own Police environment. Preventive actions taken by Police officers of Internal Affairs Bureau directly improve image of the Bureau, which earlier had been regarded as a hermetic structure directed mainly for prosecuting and detecting of crimes in the Police.

**Actions undertaken by Police officers of IAB to prevent corruption crimes:**

- Police raise awareness through educational activities. The basic training course is done by conducting classes with the newly adopted police, main aim is to show the risks in the service and learn how to deal with them.
- Conduct on-going prevention in the service, among others, through meetings with the with Police officers in the Police Headquarter/Police units, which raise awareness about issues IAB action, to show the risks in the service and identify ways to tackle corruption cases.
- Actively participate in service briefings and meetings with Police unit’s managers, to share information about crime risks, especially corruption and to discuss specific matters in order to raise the level of knowledge of criminal phenomena occurring symptoms.
- Preparation of interventions to the commanders of the disclosed irregularities to take their appropriate preventative measures to eliminate the pathological situation, to draw the consequences of disciplinary breaches of professional discipline by subordinate officers.
• Conduct legislative initiatives aimed at eliminating non-transparent legal provisions, situations that might encourage corruption

Diagram no 1. Preventive actions conducted by Police officers of Internal Affairs Bureau of National Police HQ in 2009-2011